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Abstract—In this paper, the electromagnetic properties of two different High Impedance Surfaces (HIS) with or without Electromagnetic
Band Gap (EBG) in different configurations are investigated for mutual
coupling reduction in small antenna arrays. The resonant mechanisms
of these structures are studied using transmission calculations in a parallel plate waveguide. An optimum configuration is then proposed. It
is shown that a good isolation performance can be achieved without
the need of metallic vias when the structure is embedded in a metallic cavity, which limits significantly the number of HIS cells needed to
perform a good isolation and the cost of manufacture.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mutual couplings in an array can represent severe drawbacks in
some applications. In Controlled Reception Pattern Antenna (CRPA)
applications, the antenna generally consists of an array of a few
elements separated by a physical distance of about half a free space
wavelength [1]. Therefore, mutual couplings between the elements of
the array are generally strong and degrade the antenna and overall
system performances [2]. Numerous strategies can be used to reduce
mutual coupling in an array such as: corrugations [3, 4], Split Ring
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Resonators (SRR) [5] and Defected Ground Structures (DGS) [6, 7].
Moreover, mushroom like High Impedance Surfaces (HIS) are well
described in [8] and are well known to suppress surface waves and thus
to improve the isolation of radiating elements in an array. This article
focuses on such HIS technology and the way to optimize the insertion
of the structure in a small array. Although the metamaterial unit cells
of the HIS are very small compared to the wavelength, typically below
λ0 /10, only a few rows of these structures can be inserted between
the elements. Thus a trade-off between mutual coupling and the interelement distance reduction has to be made.
Many different Electronic Band Structures based on mushroom
like HIS as introduced in [8] have been designed and inserted between
two antennas to reduce the coupling levels [9–13]. Generally, these
structures consist of metallic patches printed on the substrate of the
patch antennas and connected or not to the ground plane with a
metallic vias. For single layer structures, the size of the patches is
about half the substrate wavelength [11]. We can easily understand
that this type of structure can not be used for CRPA applications due
to the size of the unit cell. Thus, to optimize the compactness, a simple
design of a two layered High Impedance Surface structure will be used
inspired from [14], although further improvements in terms of size and
cost can be achieved [15].
The use of metallic vias has been studied in our previous
works [16, 17]. Their removal presents some advantages. Indeed,
their manufacture is restrictive, especially regarding to the maximum
thickness allowed by standard industrial processes. They are so
expensive to build that their cost can represent a significant part of
the total price of the antenna. Moreover, their radii can also lead to
interesting discussions as the so called plasmonic resonance is related
to this parameter [18, 19]. However, this topic is not developed in
the present paper since our goal is to improve the isolation between
radiating elements using a structure without vias.
In this paper, two high impedance surfaces are studied: one with
metallic vias, the other without. Their capability to suppress surface
waves has already been modeled and discussed in [20]. In the present
paper, a conventional study of an infinite lattice of HIS cells is carried
out leading to useful field distribution on an elementary cell. The
resonant mechanisms of these structures with a limited number of cells
are then studied in view of being integrated within an array. The way
the structure is inserted is also assessed and highlights the impact of
edge effects.
In Section 2, the designs of two square shaped HIS with or without
metallic vias are presented together with their high impedance surface
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properties. The dispersion properties of these structures highlight their
differences.
In Section 3, an innovative means of characterizing the computed
performances of the HIS for mutual coupling reduction is used
(Figure 6) to study its frequency behavior. It is shown that the
capability of the HIS with EBG is greatly affected by its size (i.e.,
the number of cells of the HIS has an impact on both the frequency
stop bands and the attenuation levels) (Figures 7 and 8). Two different
configurations are studied: when the HIS with EBG is embedded or
not.
Finally, a study of the resonant processes is carried out in
Section 4 for both structures (with and without vias) and both
configurations (embedded or non embedded). It is shown that the
use of the embedded configuration enables the excitation of the HIS
resonance independently of the number of cells. As a consequence,
this configuration enables an efficient mutual coupling reduction with
a very limited number of cells. Moreover, it allows the suppression of
the metallic vias — i.e., the use of HIS with no EBG — while keeping
good isolation properties.
2. HIGH IMPEDANCE SURFACES
2.1. Design of Two Layered HIS
The need to improve CRPA performances in GNSS application is
recurrent, especially regarding to the mutual coupling levels between
the antenna elements [22]. Therefore, two HIS have been designed in
the L frequency band. The HIS with metallic vias has been designed
to operate at 1.36 GHz. The choice of a two layered structure has been
made in [16] and its design is reminded in Figure 1. Indeed, the high
impedance resonance is due to the combination of a capacitive and an
inductive effect [8]. As the inductance is directly linked to the size of
the cell and the thickness of the structure [23], it is not feasible to use
high inductive effect while preserving a compact unit cell. Therefore,
a structure providing a high left handed capacitance value has been
considered. Finally the size of the unit cell edge is close to λ0 /20.
The first HIS cell design (Figure 1) consists of a two layer built
dielectric substrate (εr = 2.2) with a total thickness of 4.95 mm as
shown in Figure 1. A high capacitance value is obtained with closely
coupled patches, which are printed on both sides of a thin dielectric
substrate (0.127 mm thickness). Square elements are used for the top
and bottom patches, respectively. Vertical metallised vias connect the
patches of the top layer to the ground plane in such a way as to create a
left-handed inductive effect [14]. The second HIS design is identical to
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Figure 1. View in 3 dimensions of the HIS cell with metallic vias
(a1 = 10 mm, a2 = 5.35 mm, acell = 14 mm, h = 4.95 mm).
the first one except that no vertical metallised vias connect the patches
of the top layer to the ground plane. Square shaped patches have been
chosen for convenience in the observation of the studied fields.
2.2. High Impedance Effect
The study conducted in [17] is here extended to a via free HIS to
compare both configurations. At resonance, a HIS is characterised by
a high value of surface impedance and a reflection phase of zero. Using
the finite element solver HFSS from Ansoft, the impedance surface and
reflection phase have been computed under normal incidence. Taking
advantage of the symmetry of the problem, the impedance surface is
obtained by applying two perfect magnetic conductors (PMC) and two
perfect electric conductors (PEC) on the sides of a HIS cell (Figure 2).
By deembedding the wave port impedance up to the top of the cell,
the surface impedance and the phase of the reflection coefficient can
be obtained (Figure 3).
At the resonant frequency (f = fHIS ), the H field in the substrate
of both cells is intense and almost uniform (Figure 4(a)). The presence
of the metallic vias does not play a major role for this resonance. That
is why the HIS with or without metallic vias resonate at the same
frequency. The E field is concentrated between the closely coupled
square patches, where the capacitance value is high (Figure 4(b)).
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Figure 2. HIS cell with vias simulated with equivalent periodic
boundary conditions under a normal incident wave.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Simulation of an infinite plane of HIS with and without
metallic vias under normal incidence: (a) real and imaginary part of
the surface impedance, (b) reflection coefficient phase.
2.3. Dispersion Properties
As shown in Section 2.2, the two HIS designs cannot be differentiated
by their surface impedance properties under normal incidence. In
Figure 5, the dispersion properties of a plane constituted of infinitely
periodic HIS cells — with or without vias — are depicted. Our interest
will focus on the Γ-X direction of propagation [21]. This propagation
direction is coherent with the ability of the structure to reduce mutual
coupling in a linear array of thin patches in E plane polarisation.
It is observed in Figure 5 that the HIS without metallic vias does
not present a band gap in this direction of propagation contrary to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Field illustration at the respective HIS resonant frequency
for the HIS without and with metallic vias respectively on the left
and on the right, (a) H field vector between the bottom patch and
the ground plane, (b) magnitude of the E field between the top and
bottom square patches.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Band diagrams of the HIS (a) with metallic vias, (b)
without metallic vias.
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the HIS with metallic vias. Thus, the HIS without vias might not be
able to stop surface currents propagation and reduce mutual coupling
between antennas. It is consistent with [14, 20] and [23] and confirms
that the first mode is disturbed by the presence of the vias, which
induces the band gap — the inductive effect works as a low pass for
the first mode. Thus, the computation of the band diagrams highlights
the differences between the two structures.
3. PROPERTIES OF A FINITE HIS
3.1. Description of the Setup
In Section 2, we have computed some electromagnetic properties of
an infinite plane constituted of periodic HIS cells. Since the space is
limited between the radiating elements of the array, the EM properties
of a few periods of both HIS structure is considered.
It has been shown that the HIS resonant frequency of such
mushroom structures is slightly shifted depending on the angle of the
incident wave [11]. Within a linear array of thin patches in E plane
polarisation, it can be assumed that the coupling between the elements
is in the form of grazing incidence. In view of characterising the
properties of the HIS in these conditions, transmission measurements
of a waveguide containing the two types of HIS are carried out. The
following setup is valid as far as the coupling between the radiating
elements is mainly due to TM0 substrate modes, which is the case for
thin patches or cavity backed patch antennas [24].

Figure 6. 3D illustration of the guide containing the HIS embedded
structure.
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The wave guide is composed of two perfect metallic plates on
the top and the bottom. The HIS is inserted in the wave guide in
two different ways: on or embedded in a metallic cavity connected
to the bottom plate of the guide (as illustrated in Figure 6) — the
embedded configuration is studied as it has the potential to isolate
radiating elements more efficiently [16, 17]. The number of cells of the
HIS can be adjusted. When the cells are not embedded, the ground
of the cells corresponds to the bottom metallic part of the guide. The
walls of the guide are composed of perfect magnetic conductors. Thus,
a TEM mode can propagate in this guide.
This means of characterisation is relevant of the coupling
phenomenon between two patch antennas.
Indeed, for waves
propagating from one microstrip antenna to another, the E field vector
is predominantly normal to the ground plane surface and the H field is
mainly contained in the plane orthogonal to the propagation direction
and tangential to the ground plane.
3.2. Transmission Results
As shown in Figure 7, the wave guide containing the HIS with EBG
(i.e., the HIS with metallic vias) exhibits stop bands at different
frequencies, depending on the number of cells considered. From the
study of the HIS resonance under normal incidence, it was expected
that this resonance appeared in the guide around fHIS = 1.36 GHz.
It occurs when the HIS is embedded in the guide (Figure 7(b)), but
it can not be observed for the not embedded HIS configuration with
a limited number of cells (Figure 7(a)). It is also illustrated that the

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Transmission through a wave guide constituted of two
metallic plates (top and bottom), two PMC walls and containing (a)
the HIS with EBG not embedded, (b) the HIS with EBG embedded.
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(b)

Figure 8. Transmission through a wave guide constituted of two
metallic plates (top and bottom), two PMC walls and containing
(a) the HIS without EBG non embedded, (b) the HIS without EBG
embedded.
more inserted cells there are in the guide, the more resonant frequencies
there are. The HIS excited under normal incidence does not provide
all these additional resonances.
In Figure 8, the wave guide containing the HIS without EBG
(i.e., the HIS without metallic vias) in the not embedded configuration
does not exhibit stop bands. This confirms the results obtained in
Figure 5 where no band gap appears in the dispersion curves. However,
in the embedded configuration, a cut-off appears at the resonance
frequency of the HIS. This resonance is independent of the number of
cells. Finally, for both HIS in the embedded configuration, a resonance
appears at the frequency of the HIS resonance. This phenomenon is of a
major interest and represents the main contribution of this article. It is
investigated in Section 4.2 where a physical interpretation is proposed
to explain the origin of this resonance.
4. STUDY OF THE RESONANCES
In Section 3, two important results have been highlighted. On the one
hand, depending on the number of cells considered, the HIS with EBG
exhibits stop bands at different frequencies. On the other hand, for
both HIS in the embedded configuration, a transmission cut off appears
at the frequency of the HIS resonance independently of the number of
cells inserted in the guide. In this section, the field distribution of
the HIS is studied in order to understand the resonant mechanisms
involved in these structures.
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4.1. The Non HIS Resonances (f 6= fHIS )
The wave guide containing the HIS with EBG (i.e., the HIS with
metallic vias) exhibits stop bands at different frequencies, depending
on the number of cells considered. In Figure 9, the H field distribution
at some of non HIS resonant frequencies for the 3 cells HIS with EBG
is depicted.
As expected from its frequency response, for resonant frequencies
different from the HIS resonant frequency (f 6= fHIS ), the non
embedded configuration does not exhibit the H field distribution at the
HIS resonance in the presence of a limited number of cells (Figures 9(a)
and 9(b)). Its shows that the environmental conditions of the HIS do
not allow this resonance obtained in the case of an infinite plane.
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 9 that the H field
orientation is not the same in the three cells. It illustrates that a
resonance can be generated by a group of cells and affected by the
presence of the metallic cavity. It is the case for all resonances,
except the HIS resonance discussed in the Section 4.2. This is further
illustrated in Figure 7, where various resonances can be observed
depending on the configuration and the number of cells considered.
It also explains the increase in the number of resonances as more cells
are introduced in the guide.
4.2. The HIS Resonances (f = fHIS )
In this section, the field distributions of the 3 HIS cells structures
embedded in the wave guide are studied at the HIS resonance.
In Figure 10, the H field in the substrate of a 3 cell HIS with
or without EBG embedded is shown at the HIS resonance. We can
notice that the H field distribution is uniform in the substrate of the
HIS without EBG and all these three cells resonate in phase with the
same H field orientation. In the case of the HIS with EBG, we can
notice that the H field distributions of the cells are similar. However,
a uniform attenuation can be observed from cell to cell in the direction
of wave propagation. For both cases each cell then works as when it
was infinitely periodised and normally illuminated (Figure 4) and the
same transmission levels are observed at this frequency (Figures 7(b)
and 8(b)). This explains why Figure 4(a) is almost in accordance
with Figure 10. It can be observed that the same high impedance
resonance and frequency are achieved whether the two HIS are excited
under normal or grazing incidence, independently of the number of
cells considered. The edge effects introduced by the cavity containing
the HIS recreate the necessary conditions for the apparition of the HIS
resonance. Indeed, due to the shape of the HIS resonant mode, the
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. H field distribution in the substrate of the 3 cells HIS
with EBG. (a) Non embedded configuration at 1.046 GHz. (b) Non
embedded configuration at 1.2 GHz. (c) Embedded configuration
at1.22 GHz.
metallic walls of the cavity containing the HIS works as a symmetry
plane. The HIS resonant mode existing in the case of an infinite plane
constituted of HIS cells can be now excited in the presence of a very
limited number of cells.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. H field in the substrate of a 3 cell HIS in the embedded
configuration. (a) Embedded configuration without vias (1.33 GHz).
(b) Embedded configuration with vias (1.34 GHz).
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the properties of two HIS structures have been
investigated, one with EBG and the other without. These structures
are composed of several cells for mutual coupling reduction between
L band patch antennas for CRPA application.
An innovative
characterisation method, based on waveguide transmission simulations,
has been used to assess the decoupling properties of the HIS under
grazing incidence with a limited number of cells.
Two different HIS design configurations — the embedded and non
embedded HIS — have been studied. It has been shown that depending
on the number of cells considered, the HIS with EBG exhibits stop
bands at different frequencies. Moreover, for both HIS in the embedded
configuration, a transmission cut off appears at the frequency of the
HIS resonance independently of the number of cells inserted in the
guide.
The study of the resonant mechanisms has shown that most of the
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resonances are based on multiple cells. This explains the frequency
dependence regarding the number of cells considered. However, in
the embedded configuration, the side effects introduced by the cavity
containing the HIS recreate the necessary conditions for the apparition
of the HIS resonance. This explains why this resonance appears
independently of the number of the cells.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the HIS structure in the
embedded configuration provides the optimum performance for our
application. It allows the use of a very limited number of cells while
preserving a good isolation. It can also be noticed that the HIS with
metallic vias allows multi-frequency isolation. Moreover, the design
does not require metallic vias, which limits significantly the cost of
manufacture.
As shown in this paper with a basic HIS cell and considering the
diversity of possible HIS topologies, similar studies could be done with
other kind of unit cells. Complementary experimental works will be
performed to confirm the promising simulation results of this paper.
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